The Center for Science and Technology Studies at Leiden University advocates the use of specific normalizations for assessing research performance with reference to a world average. The Journal Citation Score (JCS) and Field Citation Score (FCS) are averaged for the research group or individual researcher under study, and then these values are used as denominators of the (mean) Citations per publication (CPP). Thus, this normalization is based on dividing two averages. This procedure only generates a legitimate indicator in the case of underlying normal distributions. Given the skewed distributions under study, one should average the observed versus expected values which are to be divided first for each publication. We show the effects of the Leiden normalization for a recent evaluation where we happened to have access to the underlying data.
Caveats for the journal and field normalizations used in the CWTS ("Leiden") evaluations of research performance
In this study, we take issue with the normalizations proposed in the research evaluations of the Center for Science & Technology Studies (CWTS) at the University of Leiden.
These research evaluations are used pervasively and increasingly both in the Netherlands and abroad. In our opinion, the normalizations in these evaluations are seriously flawed because one divides averages instead of averaging divides. developed in Leiden that has gained ever more international attention. Moed et al. (1985) reported on the results of the early years. The focus at the time was mainly on descriptive statistics. However, one would like to compare the observed values of numbers of citations with expected values. For this purpose, during the period 1985-1995 the Leiden group developed a set of standards against which the observed values can be evaluated. These standards were derived from the observed set of documents by comparing their mean citation rates with the mean citation rates in the journals and fields of science in which these documents were published. In this sense, the standards are finetuned to the micro-diversity prevailing at the level of the research groups to be evaluated and are not based on a one-standard-fits-all criterion. Differences among document types (articles, reviews, and letters) and journals are also taken into account. Moed et al. (1995, at p. 399 ) explained this normalization as follows:
"… the number of citations received during the period 1985-1991 by a letter published by a group in 1985 in journal X is compared to the average number of citations received during the same period (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) by all letters published in the same journal (X) in the same year (1985) . Generally, a group publishes its papers in several journals rather than one. Therefore we calculated a weighted average JCS indicated as JCSm, with the weights determined by the number of papers published in each year."
Analogously to the JCSm, a mean citation rate at the field level (FCSm) can be calculated on the basis of the attribution of the journals to the subject categories of the ISI database.
The mean citation rate of the papers (CPP) in the set under study is divided by the JCSm and FCSm in order to obtain normalization. Values above or below one (1.0) would thus indicate the performance of the group in a standardized way, that is, with reference to the average of the database in terms of journals and fields. CPP/FCSm is advocated by the Leiden group as their "crown indicator" (e.g., Van Raan, 2006) . The field normalization is more problematic than the journal normalization because the subject categories of the ISI sometimes heavily overlap and are often misguided (Boyack et al., 2005; ). These classifications are optimized for the purpose of information retrieval and do not have an analytical base (Pudovkin & Garfield, 2002 . Boyack et al. (2005) estimated that the attribution is correct in approximately 50% of cases across the file (Boyack, personal communication, September 14, 2008) . , at p. 1830 noted that some of the subject categories in the biomedical sciences cover virtually the same journals (cosine > 0.95). Because of these overlaps, the subject categories, in our opinion, cannot be used for normalization.
Although Moed et al. (1995, at p. 399) admitted that "this classification is far from perfect, but it is at present the only classification available to us," these more recent findings cast serious doubt on the validity of the "crown indicator" (CPP/FCSm). Given the sensitivity of evaluations to minor error because of the sometimes relatively small numbers (Laloë & Mosseri, 2009) , field normalizations should perhaps be pursued using the classifications of the Library of Congress; these classifications are based on literary warrant and therefore regularly updated (Bensman & Leydesdorff, 2009 , at p. 1101 ).
More recently, Bornmann et al. (2009. at p. 98 ) noted that one can nowadays also use the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) of the bibliographic database MEDLINE (US National Library of Medicine) or the relevant sections of the Chemical Abstracts (CA) database. In contrast to the journal classification scheme of the ISI, MeSH index terms and CA sections are assigned on a paper-by-paper basis. Given the hierarchical structure of the MeSH terms, one can fine-tune the reference set, for example, in the case of the evaluation of highly specialized groups or scholars who publish also in highly-cited journals such as Nature and Science which are classified by the ISI as "multidisciplinary."
Furthermore, discipline-oriented databases such as Chemical Abstracts, MathSciNet (American Mathematical Society), and PsychINFO (American Psychological Association) have recently extended their records with cited references (Bornmann et al., 2009, p. 94) . When constructing a reference set, however, a journal or set of journals may not always be the most appropriate unit. New developments, for example, may take place within and/or across journals (Griffith et al., 1974; Small, 1978 ). Garfield's (1972) choice for journal evaluation (using the impact factor) does not imply that the journal is also the most adequate unit of analysis for research evaluation (Bensman, 2007, at pp. 147 ff.) .
Journals and journal sets-representing specialties-are interwoven in more complex ways (Bradford, 1934; Garfield, 1971; Leydesdorff & Bensman, 2006) .
Apart from this problem with the field reference sets, both normalizations (for journals and fields) are perhaps even more seriously affected by the choice of the Leiden team to compare citation rates with the average citation rates of journals (JCSm) and fields (FCSm) instead of averaging the normalizations on a paper-by-paper basis with reference to their specific JCS and FCS values, respectively. In our opinion, this is a violation of the order of operations which prescribes that divisions precede additions. While one needs a reference set for the normalization (e.g., Schubert & Braun, 1986; Vinkler, 1986 Vinkler, , 1997 , one should not first mix the apples and the oranges and then compare them with otherwise proportioned sets of apples and/or oranges. When papers in journals such as Nature and Science-subsumed under the ISI subject category "multidisciplinary"-are mixed in different proportions with papers in highly specialized journals, the reference set itself becomes compounded. Moed et al. (1995, at p. 422) The average number of citations to the group's oeuvre (CPP) is calculated in the following manner:
The average citation rate of the journals in which the group has published (JCSm) is calculated in the following way:
Similarly, the average citation rate of the subfields in which the group has published (FCSm) is given by: Table 1 : Counting scheme applied to the calculation of journal and subfield citation rates (Source: Moed et al., 1995, at p. 422) . ( a This value should be 8.75; cf. Van Raan, 2006, at p. 502.) In the CWTS reports, the CPP is divided by the JCSm and FCSm, respectively, in order to obtain normalized values of 1.18 and 1.00 for this set (Table 2 ). In our opinion, one should first normalize each row using the number of citations (C) divided by the expected citation rate for the journal (JCS) or field (FCS) and only thereafter average C/JCS and C/FCS as shown in the two right-most columns of Note that our eventual results (in the right-most part of Table 2 ) are considerably higher than those of the CWTS normalizations in this case. We do not first average the number of citations, JCS, or FCS separately and divide thereafter, but normalize over the rows.
The Leiden method of "addition before division" implies that the actual citations provide an implicit ranking of importance or, in other words, one assumes that more highly cited papers should carry more weight in the index. In our opinion, all papers should have an equal weight in an index. Averaging over the aggregate furthermore allows us to test for the significance of the deviation of the test set from the reference set-we use the standard error of the mean in Table 2 , taking into account the number of papers in the two sets. In contrast, using the CWTS procedure-by producing only a single averaged deviation without statistical precision-one cannot distinguish between authors or departments with large and small outputs (CWTS, 2008, at p. 7; cf. Glänzel, 1992) .
While one may wish to argue whether the order of operations is applicable to the construction of a specific index, our method takes into account that citations are not normally distributed among papers or within journals and fields. Means are not informative in the case of non-normalized data, whereas the distribution of the normalized data can be approximately normal (and therefore be tested for significance).
Furthermore, our proposal for normalization follows the rule for the order of operations which is known by the English mnemonic Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally: (1) evaluate all expressions with exponents, (2) multiply and divide in order from left to right, and (3) add and subtract in order from left to right (Wu, 2007) .
1 Furthermore, our proposal accords with recent suggestions to collapse citation distributions in different fields by normalizing to the z-score (Bornmann & Daniel, 2009) or the relative indicator c f = c / c 0 , as proposed by Radicchi et al. (2008) . In the latter formula, c is the citation rate for a single paper and c 0 is the average number of citations per article for the discipline (field, subject area) to which the single paper belongs. In the social sciences, z-scores are routinely used to make deviations from the population mean comparable, for example, in the case of intelligence tests. The significance test against the mean in an underlying population, however, should not be confused with the normalization to a (selected!) reference set. Given the skewed distributions, the latter normalization can also-and even more appropriately-be performed using nonparametric statistics such as comparing percentile rank scores with those in the reference set (Plomp, 1990; Pudovkin & Garfield, forthcoming; Rousseau, 2005; cf. Leydesdorff, 1990 cf. Leydesdorff, , 1995 .
1 In Dutch, the equivalent mnemonic is known as Meneer Van Dalen Wacht Op Antwoord.
In our opinion, the effects of the different normalizations in the example of show the effects of the different normalizations on the evaluation. We should add that neither of us was part of the group being evaluated.
A real-life example
Our example is the set of publications by a leading scientist (professor) at the Amsterdam Medical Center who works in biomedical engineering. This subfield includes engineering journals with low impact factors, but the research can also be applied in medical fields with significantly higher expected citation rates. Thus, the author sometimes publishes in high-impact journals and at other times in low-impact ones. Because the distribution of citation scores is therefore very different from a normal one, one can expect large effects from averaging first and dividing thereafter as against first dividing and then averaging.
Consequently, the operation is sensitive to Aunt Sally's rule. In order to remain as close as possible to the CWTS report, we used the 65 articles and proceedings papers and normalized against the sum of the citations to articles and proceedings papers in the respective journals. We used the two categories of document types combined because the distinction between articles and proceedings papers was introduced into the database only in October 2008. (We checked also for normalizing with articles only, and the results were almost identical.) We did not correct for selfcitations and limited our analysis to the JCS, because the FCS cannot be computed 2 The report of the CWTS is kept confidential by the AMC because of the personalized information. However, we have obtained permission from the scientist involved to use this example. 3 The ISI introduced the distinction between articles and conference papers as citable issues in October 2008, and thereafter relabeled articles into these two categories from the perspective of hindsight. We merged these two categories in order to reproduce the CWTS results as closely as possible. 4 In the context of the impact factor, "citable issues" were defined as articles, reviews, notes, and letters. Notes, however, have been dropped as a category by the ISI in 1997, and articles were divided into articles and proceedings papers in October 2008. However, non-citable issues can be cited and contribute when cited to the numerator of the impact factor, but not to the denominator (Moed & Van Leeuwen, 1996) . The focus on citable items has become standard practice in scientometric evaluations.
without reconstructing the dedicated software of the CWTS. The CWTS (2008) The results of our reconstruction are summarized in Table 3 . Our data show a higher citation rate (698) because of the later date of the measurement (October 2009). Citations accumulate and one is no longer able to measure a previous situation using the WoS because the ISI adds journals to the database which are sometimes backtracked into previous years. This policy has equally an upward effect on the JCSm (both with and without correction for self-citations).
If the normalization is performed as proposed by us, the score is 0.91 (± 0.11) and therewith not significantly different from the world average. The calculation of this value is provided in the Appendix. From the perspective of institutional management, there would in this case have been no reason for concern, while the CWTS evaluation value actually raised some questions. According to the standards of the CWTS (2008, at p. 8), however, the researcher under study would show as performing significantly below the world average in his reference group, both with (0.71) or without self-citations (0.58).
Thus, these evaluations can have unintended effects on the research careers of the persons under study. In our opinion, it is questionable whether an indicator which varies more than 28% when tested for a single scientist, given basic assumptions about the normalization, should be used for managerial or policy purposes. These effects may be very different for different researchers or research groups.
5 Furthermore, let us point to the fact that this difference in absolute terms (0.20) equals the difference between the world average (1.00) and the borderline value of underperformance (0.80) according to the CWTS (2008, at p. 7).
Ranking the evaluated scientists
One can wonder whether the differences between our approach and the one used by the CWTS makes a difference to the ranking of these scientists among themselves. Since our group consists of 232 scholars with a total of 12,471 publications (mean = 53.8 ± 48.1 publications/person; median = 41) and we have no automated access to the journal and field normalizations, 6 we decided to study this question in terms of the central issues in any ranking, namely: (1) does an equal ranking in the one (that is, CWTS) rating generate a difference using our model, and (2) if so, how does this difference affect the ranking of high-or low-ranked scientists? Can differences in the ranks be considered significant in terms of the underlying distributions? Table 4 provide the results of this measurement in seven selected cases. As one would expect, the replication fits the original curve better than our results based on a different indicator (r = 0.99 and 0.94, respectively; p < 0.01). However there are important differences which our new measure enables us to evaluate quantitatively.
Let us first focus on the 117 th and 118 th positions, which are tied at CPP/JCSm = 1.00 in the CWTS data. 7 While these two authors remain tied at a value of CPP/JCSm = 1.03 in the replication of the CWTS results, our results provide 0.93 and 1.50, respectively.
Applying Kruskal-Wallis to our data, however, it can be shown that neither of these two distributions of citations is significantly different from 1 (that is, the world average according to the Leiden definition). Additionally, a post-hoc test with Bonferroni correction allows one to compare the mean of the differences between two authors. The difference between the two sets of documents of these authors with respective citation rates is not significant at the 0.05 level. As noted, unlike the CWTS indicators, our results are normal averages and can thus be tested for their significance. Even if one wishes to avoid the assumption of 'normality after normalization', one can still test the differences from 1.00 for each ratio using a non-parametric test.
If we compare the seven cases contained in Table 4 using Kruskal-Wallis, the results are not surprisingly (asymptotically) significant. Testing the distributions for each author against unity reveals that only the second and third authors score significant different from 1, but the first does not. Tested against each other (using the Bonferroni correction), some differences-for example, between the extremes on the ranking-are significant while others are not. The significance of differences depends on the shape of the 7 Position 116 is also tied at this value.
underlying distributions and the size of the samples, and may not be inferred from inspection of tables and graphs (which do not contain this information).
For example, the error bars added to Figure 1 would not provide a basis for an inference:
the two authors who were tied at 1.00 in the Leiden data obtain very different values using our indicator. Although the error bars do not overlap, this difference is nevertheless not significant. The distribution for one of these two authors is not even significantly different from that of our top author despite the huge differences between them in terms of the Leiden ratings (1.00 and 2.18, respectively).
Figure 2:
The relative difference from the CWTS indicator using our parameter for the seven cases listed in Table 4 . Figure 2 shows that the difference between our method and the CWTS method is not a fixed percentage. The regression line between the CWTS indicator and the deviation from it when using our parameter tends to become larger when the CWTS indicator is lower. Our results suggest a systematic underrating of low-ranked scientists in the CWTS procedure.
In summary, the different normalizations have effects on the rankings in some cases more than others, but neither the differences in rankings nor the effects of the changes are always significant. We understand that research managers and policy makers are focused on rankings in order to legitimize the allocation of resources. However, caveat emptor:
let the buyer of these evaluations be wary!
Conclusions and discussion
We would be the first to agree that any indicator remains a construct that can be used or abused in policy-making and/or managerial processes. However, in our opinion, the quality of an indicator matters nevertheless, and this is particularly urgent in this case because the "Leiden" indicators are increasingly used for the micro-management of research, for example, at the level of faculties and departments. Promotion and funding decisions are increasingly informed by rankings. The Leiden indicators set the standards for the field and are widely used. In summary, the availability of these constructs has an effect on institutional management.
Unfortunately, critical users of the evaluation reports of the CWTS cannot correct for the problems signaled above because of the confidentiality of the information. Users obtain only management information which indicates whether a research group is "above" or "below" average given the applied normalization and summary statistics (Anonymous, 2009) . A disaggregated table like the one in Appendix I, however, would allow users to correct for the normalization if they wished. We would like to encourage scientometric evaluators to specify their decisions in using these measurements and normalizations given a tendency among science policy makers and research managers to use these numbers without much further reflection (Bornmann et al., forthcoming) . When scientometric indicators are used in the public domain-whether at the macro level of science and technology policy or at the micro level of research management using public (!) funds-the transparency and traceability of these indicators should be one of the primary objectives.
